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Genalyte Founder & CEO Cary Gunn to Attend J.P.
Morgan Healthcare Conference
CEO of Leading Diagnostics Innovator to Discuss Inflection Point for Industry and How New
Technologies Can Transform Doctor, Patient Experience
S AN DIE GO, DECEM BER 28, 2015 – Genalyte, Inc. the laboratory testing company whose technology can provide
more than 120 test results from a drop of blood in under fifteen minutes, announced that its founder and CEO Cary
Gunn, PhD, will be attending the annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference in San Francisco, CA the week of January
11th, 2016.
“This is a critical moment for the diagnostics industry as a whole, with firms developing and launching new proprietary
technologies that have the potential to radically transform many facets of healthcare – from how consumers interact
with physician’s offices and hospitals, to how information is processed and utilized,” Dr. Gunn said. “This industryleading conference will bring together key voices to highlight and discuss some of the most pertinent topics in health
care and technology today, and we welcome the opportunity to be part of that dialogue.”
Genalyte continues to grow its footprint in the health technology sector with an innovative microchip-based blood
testing technology capable of performing up to 128 tests at a time and delivers the results in under fifteen
minutes. With its technology already in use in the pharmaceutical industry, Genalyte has set its sights on the clinical
testing market and is currently in the early stages of a study incorporating the platform into physician offices.
Genalyte’s work is based on a simple premise: In the 21st century it is unacceptable that doctors, patients and
researchers should have to wait days or even weeks for reliable bloodwork results. By providing diagnostic results at
the time and place they are needed – when the patient is sitting in front of the doctor – there is enormous
opportunity to transform our healthcare system and improve quality of care for patients while lowering costs.
The J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference will provide an opportunity for Dr. Gunn to discuss the company’s proprietary
technology and services, as well as outline Genalyte’s goals for 2016. Dr. Gunn recently participated in the Financial
Times Digital Health Summit, where he spoke on the Innovation Panel. Gunn and Genalyte have been featured in the
press, including coverage in WIRED, Fox Business News, The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal.
About Genalyte
Genalyte is transforming the doctor-patient relationship by providing rapid diagnostic testing right in the doctor’s
office. Founded in 2007 and commercial since 2013, the technology has been thoroughly vetted as part of the drug
development process at top pharmaceutical companies.
To find out more, please go to www.genalyte.com
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